Protest possible

Today:
Film
making
at SJSU

A.S. election questioned
,I,!.

j Kim Bergheim
A complaint which could declare
the just completed A.S. elections
illegal may be lodged by the Biology
Student Association BSA ).
Jim McRory, BSA president,
said the reason he may file a protest
is because of "inadequate accessibility" to voting booths on the
campus. His specific protest was
lack’ of a voting booth at the
Education Building, Duncan and
MacQuarrie Halls.
McRory said many students who
have classes in those buildings don’t
go to other parts of the campus
where election booths were located.
"They park in the Seventh
Street garage, go to their classes
and return to the garage," he said.
"They don’t wander around campus.
These students deserve a booth."
McRory said that there are
about 5,000 to 7,000 potential voters
from these buildings.
"Every year we get some group
who is protesting about the election
booth sites," said Robert
Shoemaker, A.S. elections board
chairman and last year’s A.S. attorney general.
"It’s usually the group who ends
up losing the elections," he said.
Shoemaker said that there
would be no way the BSA would be
able to legally lodge a complaint
unless they could prove that two
booths were not open at designated
times during the two days of the
elections.
"All we are supposed to do is to
have two booths open on campus
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and
8:30 p.m. and we have done that both
days," Shoemaker said.
He added that the only other
way a group could successfully
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-We put a table out there and
there were no voters," Barozzi said.

by Mik Malone

Robert Shoemaker, A.S. Election Board chairman,
week’s A.S. election.

surveys this

by Liz Halaba

peace, Zero Population Growth,
People for Open Space, Light Rail
Coalition and members of two local
recycling groups, People Who Care
and Spartan Gardens, were some of
the organizations on hand to explain
their causes to passers-by.
Greenpeace is a non-profit
organization that seeks to halt

to meet with the school committee.
After the meeting, the university
committee reversed its decision and
voted to deny Balgooyen tenure. The
denial order was signed by SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
Balgooyen then filed for the
grievance process, and a grievance
committee was selected with
Sociology Prof. Alvin Rudoff as
chairman, Marketing and Quantitative Studies Prof. Lawrence
Lapin and Librarian Jo Whitlatch.
Balgooyen selected Speech Prof.
David Elliott as his advocate. Also
selected by Balgooyen was Edwin
Waite,
employee
relations
representative for the California
State Employees Association.
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Fullerton defends CSUC
A.S. office requirements
by Boni Brewer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
defended requirements set out by
the California State University and
Colleges system for students
wishing to run for Associated
Students offices.
"The intention is that the
student be truly a student seeking
progress in the university,"
Fullerton said at a press conference
Tuesday. "Some get so caught up in
A.S. that their grades and progress
suffer."
Two candidates for A.S.
president, Fazel Fazelbhoy and
Kiran Majithia, dropped out of the
race last Friday at least partly
because of CSUC Chancellor’s Office
rules.

Candidates must have completed at least 14 units with a 2.0
GPA in the year immediately
preceding the election. They must be
taking at least seven units when the
election is held and seven units while
in office.
Fazelbhoy had not met the 14unit requirement, and Majithia has
said the restrictions played a part in
his dropping out, but did not specify
which ones.
Both hav:. v.-Aced objections to
outside influences of the chancellor’s office in A.S. elections.
Students who also have to work
may not have time to meet the
student government requirements.
Fullerton acknowledged, but she
pointed out that no one is saying the

student must be full-time (enrolled
in 15 Units) to be considered
"making progress."
She mentioned that the A.S. is
not a formal corporation but an
auxiliary of the university, which
therefore gives the CSUC
"responsibility for oversight,
Much of that responsibility is
delegated to Dean of Student Services Robert Martin, she added.
The A.S. Council passed the resolution six weeks ago to incorporate. Jean Lenart of the A.S. Business
Office said she is now completing necessary state forms to be filed by the
end of June, so incorporation can
take place for the 1980-81 academic
year.

’Penthouse’ withdraws
proposition to SJSU frats

An Earth Day booth covered overpopulation.

9algooyen fights tenure
lenial at last grievance
hearing set for Friday
The final public grievance
taring of Thomas Balgooyen,
ssistant professor of biology, will
intinue tomorrow in Home
conomics, room 100, at 9 a.m.
Balgooyen is contesting the
)sult of a 1978 decision to deny him
ure.
Balgooyen was denied tenure by
ie School of Science and the Biology
epartment retention, tenure and
romotion I RTP I committees.
nose decisions were overturned,
twever, by the university
’omotions committee, which also
oversed the tenure ruling since
nure is necessary for promotion.
The reversal of the decisions
)quired the university committee

Two years ago, there was a
request by engineering students for
a voting booth at the airport because
aeronautics students’ classes were
at the airport and many were never
on campus.
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y Hilary K. Hann
Even though it rained Tuesday,
ISU’s observance of Earth Day ’80
ent on as scheduled.
The day was proclaimed by
resident Carter as an occasion
here Americans should hold apropriate ceremonies and activities
i commemorate the 10th birthday
’ the environmental movement in
ie United States.
SJSU’s activities included
iscussions with Rita Rassen, who is
representative of Assemblyman
ohn Vasconcellos, San Jose
ouncilman Jerry Estruth and a
ide presentation by People for
pen Space.
A small but responsive audience
iscussed environmental problems
ich as solid waste management,
3soline use versus alternative fuels
such as propane 1 and the
3ssibility of a light rail transit
istem to increase mass transortation.
Estruth advocated using a gas
reduced after processing solid
aste, called methane, as a fuel
!source instead of disposing of the
id product.
Rassen said Vasconcellos was
tither for nor against the use of
esel fuel as a substitute for
asoline because research in that
rea is still going on.
Both Rassen and Estruth emusized the need for more mass
ansportation in the Santa Clara
alley, to replace some use of cars.
The speakers proposed the light
il, a smaller and less expensive
rsion of BART, as a possible
dition to the county’s mass transit
istem.
Representatives from Green-

petition to declare the election
illegal would be if the group could
prove -foul play."
"If the ballots were stuffed or if
it could be proven that people tried
to persuade voters within 50 feet of
each booth site, then there would be
grounds for complaint," he said.
A table was set up between the
Men’s and Women’s gym yesterday
afternoon after McRory’s initial
complaint to Shoemaker.
Voting table locations are
determined by traffic patterns,
Shoemaker said.
"We choose places where
historically there has been high
voter turnout in the past," he said.
There were two booths at the
Student Union because most people
pass by them, he said.
’ ’We got about 1,000 voters at the
Student Union each election year
and about 200 at the others," he said.
Shoemaker said there is also a
problem of getting students to sit at
the tables.
"We need people who are unbiased," he said.
"The people who volunteer are
the biased ones because they care.
The unbiased ones don’t.
"We can’t put a table in the
Engineering Building just because
engineering students are running for
office," Barozzi said.

slaughter of whales and seals.
People for Open Space advocates
leaving more open space in the Bay
Area by density in urban areas and
curtailing suburban sprawl.
Coy Smith, director of the Environmental Information Center,
was very pleased with the nuniber of
people that showed up to see the
exhibits.
"I thought the exhibits went off
really well, although the main
purpose was to let people know that
it was Earth Day. The displays were
only an added benefit," Smith said.
"The rain was really on our
side," said Kathy Neil, coordinator
of the day’s events. "I think we got a
lot of people interested and a lot
came over to the center ( Environmental Information Center to
find out what we have to offer."
The Environmental Information
Center is located in Building U on
Fifth and San Carlos streets.
Whereas environmental consciousness may have become a
household word since the movement
first erupted in 1970, according to
President Carter, today the call to
be concerned is more serious.
"Earth Day 1980," Carter said,
"marks the beginning of a second
decade of environmental progress, a
period in which the environmental
problems of this nation and the
world are expected to be as serious,
and in some cases more precarious,
than those confronted in 1970-80."

Penthouse
magazine
propositioned SJSU fraternities last
month and is now withdrawing its
offer.
Penthouse, which has hosted
four car washes around the nation
this semester, is sponsoring a final
one at the University of Washington,
which responded to Penthouse’s
invitation three weeks earlier than
SJSU.
Penthouse
International
Representative Maureen Sharkey
said the publication would have
liked to have an additional car wash
at SJSU but the functions "just
require to much preparation."
SJSU was the first school in the
area to accept an offer by the adult
entertainment magazine to host a
Penthouse car wash. Stanford and
the Universty of California at
Berkeley previously rejected a
similar offer.
The car wash would have
featured four "Penthouse Pets,"
approximately 50 kegs of beer, Tshirts and frisbees. It was planned
that all SJSU fraternities would be in
competition to see who could wash
the most cars, and the prizes awarded would range from televisions and
calculators to stereos and trips.
In addition Penthouse offered to
put on a party for all campus
Greeks, furnished with a live band.
The proceeds from the entire functon would go to Leukemia Research.
Reaction from SJSU fraternity
members proved to be similar.
"I am really bummed out," said
Theta Chi pledge Jeff Bissell, "I was
really looking forward to it."
"There is nothing wrong with
using playmates to draw a crowd,"

he added. "It’s good for the fraternities to get together."
Pi Kappa Alpha senior Scott
Steele said his fraternity house was
definitely interested in Penthouse’s
offer.
"I’m not really hyped on it,"
Steele commented, "but it would
have been interesting."
Sharkey
said possibly
something could be worked out with
the SJSU fraterities for next
semester, "if they are still interested."
"We plan to have five car

washes in the fall," Sharkey said,
adding that if the SJSU fraternities
are interested they will have to get
in touch with the publication.
When asked if he’d be interested
in participating in the car wash if it
was held next semester, Sigma Chi
junior Scott Hymas said, "Certainly,
everybody here will."
Earlier in the semester, Stanford rejected an offer made by
Penthouse because the nature of the
magazine might be offensive to
some, according to Stanford InterFraternity Council President John
Kinney.

Advertising students
capture regional title in
campaign competition
A group of advertising students
representing SJSU has captured the
regional district title for the annual
American Advertising Federation’s
campaign competition.
The 13 students, who are
enrolled in Advertising 129, will be
traveling to Dallas, Tex., June 7 to
compete nationally against 14 other
universities and colleges. More than
100 institutions entered the competition.
The group will present its advertising campaign for Nabisco
snack foods.
The last time SJSU won the
national title was in 1977.
The finals are "excellent

recruitment grounds for jobs," said
Robin Masuda. group member and
advertising major.
Other members include: Arlene
Baak, Jean Banaag, Beverly De La
Piedra, Jim Donohue, Cindy
Fujinaka. Robin Lewis, Carla
Luebkeman, Sherry Pearl, David
Putigano. Lura Rainey, Rosemary
Roney and Laura Smit.
The group’s campaign was
chosen to represent SJSU from
among six campaigns presented in
Advertising 129. It then beat two
other schools to gain the Northern
California and Nevada regional title.
The San Jose Advertising Club
will pay for the group’s trip to
Dallas.
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Presidential primaries
just a personality contest
by Jeff Morris
Staff Writer

The United States is holding one
of the bigget "beauty contests" in
the world. It is called the
presidential primary.
The purpose of primaries, according to several television campaign analysts, is to determine
which candidate can garner the
most pre-election support from the

support for their campaigns. They
are given city keys, union hats,
plaques and an assortment of
homestyle cooking at every stop on
the campaign trail.

On the Republican side, we hay.
an aging Ronald Reagan, wh.
almost seems smugly confident ii
his attitude toward winning his wa:
to the White House.

The issues, such as high fuel
costs, rent increases, inflation, the
Olympic boycott and the Iranian
crisis remain the same, yet the
candidates find a way to change an

The jet-black hair cannot hid(
the wrinkles or the fact he has beei
the butt of many political cartoon.
that poke fun at his age.

’Candidates kiss babies, shake hands and
do everything imaginable to get support’
populace and transmit that support
into delegates at the national convention.
But the reality of the matter is
that the presidential primary is part
media hype and personality contest.
Republican
Example:
presidential hopeful George Bush
poured almost El million into his
Pennsylvania primary campaign
and got his just dessert a victory.
But the victory could be
meaningless since Ronald Reagan
still holds a majority of the
delegates.
Candidates speak at social
functions, kiss babies, shake hands
and do everything imaginable to get

image to fit a certain section of the
country.
Americans do have a variety of
personality choices in this year’s
"beauty pageant."
On the Democratic side,
President Carter’s down-home rural
common sense must compete with
Ted Kennedy’s charisma.

Bush is the new kind o
who
supposed13
Republican
represents the fed-up Americans ii
this country.
While his speeches are mor(
inspiring, in my opinion, thar
Reagan’s, he has not won this year:
popularity contest.
Now, let’s turn to the judges in
this contest the American people.
Television commercials, daily new:
reports on the candidates’ activities
on the campaign trail and debates in
different sections of the country give
us some insight into the next occupant of the White House.

So far, the down-homers are
winning. So much for charisma.

Newspapers and magazine:
give us the "inside story" on what
the candidates will do next to gel
support.

Carter has not really taken to
the campaign trail because he does
not have time and he has incumbency on his side, which means
he can watch the others battle for
position before making a concerted
effort.

But, in the end, after all the
babies are kissed and the campaign
managers are finished mapping out
their strategies for the respective
presidential hopefuls, we will be left
to decide if the contestants are
worthy of the title of president.

semester had nothing to do with AS.
politics.

programs cut back (including
SCALE) were necessary and
deserve to be retained at their
present level, 1 do not agree with Mr.
Waddle’s view of Gay Awareness
Week.
First of all, the programs affected by the budget cuts are annual; Gay Awareness Week is not
yet an annual event and thus not
annually funded. Second, gay people
represent some 10 percent of the
world’s population, possibly 15
percent in the Bay Area. I call 15
percent of the population enough to
merit special attention.
If Mn. Waddle disagrees, then
perhaps he would like to see the
Women’s Center, "Womyn’s Week"
and Black Awareness Month go
without A.S. funds as well, since
these too only serve particular
segments of the community.
In addition, I would like to
commend the presenters of Gay and
Lesbian Awareness Week (the first
week of its kind ever) on their tight
organization and enlightening
workshops.
Alan Stephenson
Industrial Design,
sophomore

letters
Greek Week
Editor:
The April 21 article about Greek
Week was very incomplete. It failed
to tell the real reason behind not only
the shortening of Greek Week, but
the real reason why all the
Panhellenic sororities are refusing
to participate.
When Panhellenic voted to
boycott Greek Week, the remaining
participants were all of the
fraternities and one non-Panhellenic
sorority, Delta Zeta. With only one
sorority for 10 fraternities, who
could blame the fraternities for
losing interest in Greek Week? You
see, the real reason Greek Week was
shortened to two days wasn’t
"scheduling problems," but because
the fraternities lost interest
altogether. Let’s face it. 70 girls to
400 guys is a bad ratio.
The reason Panhellenic decided
to boycott Greek Week in the first
place stems from a feud between
Panhellenic and Delta Zeta that has
been going on for over a year.
Ideally,
Panhellenic
is a
conglomeration of the local
sororities to promote inter-sorority
relations on campus.
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Apparently, this was no longer
the case when Delta Zeta was
seeking to re-establish its chapter at
San Jose State. Panhellenic opposed
its entry, but finally agreed to admit
Delta Zeta into the organization on
the condition that it have no vote
within Panhellenic, and that it have
a restricted rush one where it
couldn’t rush until the other
sororities were finished with their
rushes.
Delta Zeta refused the conditions. and was installed a year ago
this month. Since then, Panhellenic
has refused to recognize Delta Zeta
at any Greek functions.
When members of Delta Zeta
were on the planning committee of
Greek Week. Panhellenic tried to
blackmail IFC with a boycott if
Delta Zeta remained on the planning
committee. !FT voted unanimously
that Greek Week, including the
planning stages, is an activity open
to all social fraternities and
sororities, not just those belonging to
IFC or Panhellenic.
Panhellenic was perfectly
aware of the consequences of a
boycott. It wanted Delta Zeta off of
the committee, and wanted IFC to
support it. To avoid ruining Greek
Week, Delta Zeta even offered to
drop out of Greek Week altogether.
But what is at stake now is more
than an inter -sorority feud.
Panhellenic is trying to blackmail
WC, and unfortunately, it is
working. If Greek Week fails, it
won’t be the fault of Delta Zeta; its
members have put more effort into
Greek Week than any of the
fraternities. If Greek Week fails, it
will be the fraternities’ fault, and it
will be the fraternities that suffer.
Bill R. Shivell
Aeronautics, freshman

Didn’t run
Editor:
This is in regards to the
erroneous statements made by your
reporter in my interview published
in your April 21 issue.
The reason for my not running,
as I explicitly stated, was because,

after a great deal of thought. I felt
that Mike Medina, of the S.F.A.
party, was indeed the better candidate. The fact that I withdrew
from school last semester adds a
dimension to the question of
requirements that heretofore was
not raised. This means that, due to
extenuating circumstances, my socalled inability to meet the
academic requirements was not an
insurmountable obstacle. If I
wanted to persist in running for A.S.
president, I would be on the ballot.
I resent the misrepresentation
of my intentions.
I withdrew from the presidential
contest prior to being "disqualified," and therefore I write this
letter for the purpose of clarifying
my position.
Fazel A. Fazelbhoy
International Business,
sophomore

No slate
Editor:
Several of my friends and
supporters of the Greenback party’s
efforts in the last three A.S. elections
have risked why the Greenback
party isn’t fielding a slate this year.
Unlike other slates which form
platforms after election board
orientation, the Greenback party.
has continuously campaigned for
free carpool parking ( now proposed
by SFA 1, student control of A.S. fees
( achieved last fall ), greater nighttime safety for the campus now
proposed by SFA, Women’s Center
and the University Police) and
voluntary membership in the A.S.
embodied in A.S. incorporation and
hinted at by SFA I.
From the above list, it can
clearly be seen that the "third
party" Greenback platform has
been enacted or copied by former
opponents. In fact, the Greenback
party has had more of its platform
implemented than the platforms of
the parties that "won" the A.S.
elections.
Further, since the Greenback
party existed to serve students
through its platforms and ideology,

Daily Policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material submitted from individuals or organizations outside of the Spartan Daily
staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office (.IC 208) between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to
the Forum Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the writer’s signature, major, class standing, address and telephone number.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment as appeared.

Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments, columns and editorials will discuss local, state, national
and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or organization and will appear with a byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader comments regarding editorials, opinions
and news stories.
Releases
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit, rewrite and edit press
releases for length, style, invasion of
privacy or libel.

there is no reason to field a slate
when your programs are already
enacted. To do so would simply be an
"ego trip," something I loathe to do.
I thank all the students who
wanted the things the Greenback
party stands for and who voted for
its candidates in 1977, 1978 and 1979.
Your votes did count and they
did have effect, more effect than the
votes for the "winning" parties,
since our platform has had the most
success at being enacted.
Remember, the longest journey
ends with a single step.
Michael Dutton
Greenback Party,
secretary general

Didn’t ’dump’
Editor:
In the April 22 politics section.
P.F. presidential candidate Kevin
Johnson is quoted as saying he
"dumped" Joe Trippi from the P.F.
party. As a personal friend and
fraternity brother of Joe Trippi, I
can assure you that Joe’s decision to
leave California in the middle of last

Joe left to pursue a promising
career and in no way did Kevin
Johnson affect his decision to leave.
For Mr. Johnson to say that he
"dumped" Joe Trippi is grossly
incorrect.
Eric Green
Social Science, freshman

Response
Editor:
Although I am aware that the
"Letters" section is not the place for
personal arguments, I wish to address myself to Mr. Rick Waddle’s
letter of April 22.
Mr. Waddle was "distressed"
that the A.S. Budget Committee had
eliminated or reduced the budgets of
several valuable programs while
funding the Gay and Lesbian
Awareness Week, which he felt was
too specialized an activity to merit
its budget ($8,600).
Although I readily agree that the
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Profs review Tower List
by Carla Alvarez
While SJSU instructors
may not find "The Tower
List" a friend, some agree
that it is a helpful, but
unscientific, guide for
students in choosing their
instructors.
Biological Sciences
Prof. Edwin Chin was
rated ’’an excellent
teacher" in the list,
published by Tau Delta
Phi, an honor fraternity.
"Keep in mind these
evaluations are not the
gospel and should be taken
as informed opinion, not
hard fact," the book states.
Chin feels that this
accumulation of "informed
opinion" is useful to both
students and instructors.
One student commented that Chin lectured
"faster than a speeding
bullet."
"I guess that’s my
style," Chin said. "I was
very pleased with mine."
However, Chin said
that the evaluations of
instructors who are no
longer at SJSU should be
edited out in order to make
it a more "meaningful"
survey.
Chin especially looks at
the statistical response to
the question, "Would you
recommend this professor
to other students?"
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Instructors
were
evaluated on a scale of one
to six in response to 10
questions.
Chin’s
evaluation came from 25
cards received through a
straw poll.
Student opinions were
gathered over two and onehalf years in classrooms,
where teachers would
permit it, and through
straw polls. 20,000 computer
cards
were
distributed on campus,
according
to
the
publication’s
editors,
Charles Miller and Scott
Mace.
Chin was one of 50
candidates for the
fraternity’s professor-ofthe -year. Mathematics
Prof. John Mitchem was
also a candidate.
While Mitchem felt
that the evaluations are
helpful,
"people can
overuse and overreact to
them."
Art Prof.
Marcia
Chamberlain said that the
book "puts in print what is
usually said in gossip.
"It can be helpful if it is
taken in context, the way it
was put out," she said. "It
has been helpful to me."
The few comments on
Chamberlain, which were
gathered from 10 straw poll
evaluations, include, "She
did encourage creativeness, but graded so harshly
that many were scared to
risk it."
Business Prof. Ralph
Edfelt’s evaluation was
also based on a straw poll,
which consisted of 13 cards.
One of the student
comments was, "What a
dud - pure theory, nothing
relevant."
"By and large, I think
it is helpful," Edfelt said.
"But it should be as
representative as possible.
A handful of cards is not
representative.
"If they can’t get a
broad cross section of
comments
then
they
shouldn’t include them."

Edfelt added that he
consented to an in-class
evaluation in the spring of
1977, but those results did
not appear in the book. He
said that he also wrote
personal comments which
did not appear. Some
evaluations in the book
"Teacher’s
include
Comments."
He also said that instructors should be allowed
to submit other evAluations
and information as well.
The evaluation for
Business Prof. Wanda
Blockus consisted of eight
cards collected through a
straw poll.
One student commented that Blockus’
lectures were "boring,"
while another called them
"interesting."
declined
Blockus
comment
on
the
publication.
Prof. Thayer Watkins
Economics
of
the
Department also declined
to comment on his
evaluation which was
taken in-class.
"Feedback from Prof.
Watkins’ Econ. IS class
varies from good to bad."
the book states.
"Dr. Norton’s lectures
are ’boring,’ dull,’ and a
’rehash of the reading,’ "
Theodore
Norton’s
evaluation reads.
Norton, a Political
Science professor, said’his
evaluation is based on a
survey taken in one of his
classes three years ago.
"I suppose it is helpful
to new students if enough
students take part," he
said. "It’s not very accurate; pretty rough, but it
is a project worth doing."
an
Garcia,
Felix
associate professor in the
Mexican-American Studies
Department, also agreed
that the list is a worthwhile
project.
Garcia received a
favorable review based on
the six cards received from
his students.

However, Garcia did
question the fraternity’s
research techniques.
-I don’t think you
should
make
a
generalization from five or
six evaluations," he explained.
He added that value
judgments can be taken out
of context when only a few
students submit written
evaluations.
"Students who are
either very favorable or
unfavorable toward an
instructor tend to be the
ones who participate, while
the students in the middle
don’t," he added.
Laah
Whiting,
assistant professor in the
Department of Home
Economics, declined to
comment "until I know
more about how it was
done."
One
of
Whiting’s
students said in the
evaluation, "She is the
worst of all the instructors’
I’ve ever had including in
high school."
Her evaluation was
based on 11 cards collected
through a straw poll.
The March 27 issue of
the San Jose Mercury
attributes Whiting as
stating that she was on
sabbatical
when
the
fraternity asked to come
into her class to seek a
student evaluation.
"She questioned the
reliability of ’The Tower
List’ survey, calling the
comments ’irresponsible’
and ’libelous,’ " the article
states.
Political Science Prof.
Federic Weed said the
survey can be helpful, but
the delay from the time the
evaluations are taken and
the publication of the book
may cause inaccuracies.
"I have suggested to
students to look over ’The
Tower List’ for some information, but to balance
that out with information
from friends about the
instructor.- Weed said

liv Dowd Flemate

Jose Vasquez San Jose census manager surveys the expanse of paperwork.

S.J. census off schedule
by Scott Hinrichs
With an estimated 83 percent of
the mail -back census forms
returned, the San Jose Census
district office has fallen a week
behind schedule and 200 workers
short in its efforts to count the
remaining population in the district
within three months.
According to Jose Vasquez, San
Jose district office manager, the
bureau needs about 150 applicants
from Santa Clara, Milpitas, Alviso
and the area around Agnew State
Hospital to canvass neighborhoods
and locate residences which have
not returned census forms.
One of the major problems.
Vasquez said, is recruiting ceniustakers,or enumerators, from these
four areas. Only persons who are
familiar with and live in these areas
can be hired, he added.
Fifty more persons are needed
to serve as clerks at the census office, located in downtown San Jose.
The clerks compile the addresses of those who have not answered the mail -back census

WHY IS IT EVERYT1ME HE THINKS
ABOUT ASKING THIS CHICK
FOR A PATE
1-ie- GETS TONGUE-TIED?

questionnaires mailed to residences
in March. Work on this list has been
delayed because of the worker
shortage, Vasquez said.
A major factor contributing to
the shortage at the office, Vasquez
said, is a high employee turnover
rate.
The high turnover is -just a
natural thing," Vasquez said.
"People who work here are in a
holding position - they’re just
waiting for a better job.
"Production has to go on. It just
can’t stop," Vasquez said.
For every four applicants tested
by the office, only one is selected for
a position, he added. A test is given
to all applicants to determine their
basic reading and math skills.
The position of enumerator pays
about $4 per hour and clerks receive
about $3.50 per hour, Vasquez said.
Enumerators will be used in
three follow-up campaigns
scheduled for the next three months,
according to Vasquez.
Currently, the San Jose office is
compiling the master list, which

The higher the percentage of
census forms received in the mail,
the less work is required for the
follow-up campaigns, Vasquez
explained.
"If we were to do a follow-up on
a 50 percent return we’d be in
trouble," he said.

YEAH I AND EVERY-r/M HE 6ETS
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WHATI-IE (NoT To MENTIoN WE
NFED RIGHT NOW IS SOME
ELOCUTION- LUBRICATION,

must be completed before canvassing can begin.
Work on this list has fallen about
a week behind, Vasquez said.
The next step after the list is
completed is to send enumerators
out into the field in the first monthlong follow-up campaign.
Presently at the Sunnyvale
district office, a decrease in applicants is creating a small problem,
said Philip Ludi, office manager.
Enumerators are already
canvassing neighborhoods in the
Sunnyvale district, he added.
The Sunnyvale office has
reported the highest mail-back
response in the San Francisco Bay
Area - 92 percent. According to
Ludt the highest mail-back rate in
California is 96 percent from the San
Diego district office.
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Soggy grounds cancel Earthquakes game
by Day e Melt/ cr
Last night’s San Jose Earthquakes/Edmonton Drillers soccer match at Spartan Stadium was again cancelled
by university officials, much to the consternation of both
soccer teams.
Earthquake officials, while upset that last night’s
game was cancelled, lashed out more at Stolte Inc. than at
the university officials who cancelled the game.
Stolte Inc is the construction company in charge of
the stadium expansion project, scheduled to be completed
by the winter of 1981.
’Hopefully he clowns at Stolte will get the stadium ift
better shape by next Wednesday,’ Earthquakes Public
Relations Director Steve Des Georges said.
"Milan iMandaric, owner of the Earthquakes) is
really hot at them," Des Georges said.
Even hotter is Edmonton’s volatile coach, limo
Leikoski
The Drillers have made two trips to San Jose, and still
haven’t played a game. Ironically, the Drillers are set to
open their hinne season against the Quakes this Sunday.
Leikoslo threatened that he would declar: the field
unsuitable after the Earthquakes travel to Edmonton.
fhere sill lw 18 feet of snow on the field when they
show Lin," Leikoski said with a sneer. "In fact, there is no
way. the are gettiniz into Edmonton. They are not even

going to get in Canada."
Last night’s game was cancelled late Tuesday afternoon by Dick Still, director of University Foundation,
and by Dm AtiatI1S, SJSU Men’s Athletic Director.
"If they played. it vniuld have torn up the field

something as ful," Adams said. "About two inches of
water was on the field yesterday, all the way up to where

The spokesman for Stolte assured those at the
meeting that the center seating section on the west side,
Section E, could be rebuilt by May 20, Evans said.

the football hash marks would be.
"I’m not sure Joe ( Soares, the Spartan Stadium
groundskeeper could have gotten the field ready for the
rest of the year had they played," he said.
Still, along with J. Handel Evans, SJSU associated
executive vice president, Earthquakes general manager
John Carbray and a spokesman for Stolte had what Evans
described as "an amicable meeting" yesterday regarding

Stolte also promised to re-seed the perimeter of the
playing field before the Earthquakes next game Wednesday night.
In addition, the corner section of the stadium would be
completed by the end of May, Evans said. That would
bring the seating capacity up to the 16,800 called for in the
university’s contract with the Earthquakes.

the stadium situation.

Spartans hand Stanford 5-3 loss
by Jeff Morris
A two-run homer by Spartan leftfielder Rod Daniels in
the top of the ninth inning enabled the Spartans to defeat
Stanford 5-3 yesterday at Sunken Diamond on the Stanford
Campus,
The Spartans are now 23-20 and the loss drops the
Cardinals to 24-18.
Jay Brazil, who took over for SJSU starter John
Tillema in the sixth, got credit for the win, upping his
record to 9-2. The Cardinals’ Lee Cline took the loss,
putting him at 6-3.
"It was a fastball right down the pipe and when I hit it
I really felt good," a smiling Daniels said, while taking
congratulations from teammates.
It was Daniels first round tripper of the year.
Stanford head coach Mark Marguess used four different pitchers in the contest Spartans’ skipper Gene

Menges, who indicated earlier that he would use four
pitchers for the game, only used two.
This is only the 5th defeat this year for the Cardinals
at home.
Spartans’ second baseman Chris Gallego went twofor-five to lead the Spartan hitters.
Substitute catcher Robert Cardona continues with his
sparkling defensive play as he stopped an eighth inning
Cardinal rally by throwing out Stanford first baseman
Loring Davies at second, attempting to steal, with the
score tied 3-3.
Earlier, Cardinal catcher Mike Freitas hit his second
homerun of the season in the seventh inning to tie the
score at 2-2.
The Spartans leave tomorrow at 2:30 from South
Campus for Friday’s league opener against University of
Nevada-Reno.

Tennis match
not rescheduled
It looks as if the Spartan men’s tennis team won’t be
facing the "Bad News" Bears after all.
Due to the torrential rains that washed out the Bay
Area earlier this week, SJSU’s match with No. 1 -ranked
California, scheduled for last Tuesday at the Bears’ home
court, had to be cancelled.
And, according to Spartan coach Butch Krikorian, a
rematch with the Bears will probably be forgotten.
"This late in the season, things start to move so fast
that we don’t have time to think about rescheduling
matches," he said, "so we probably will just not play
them again."
The Spartans will not be able to avenge the loss the
incurred in their last grapple with the Bears, who wiped
them out 7 1/2-1 1/2 at South Campus earlier this season.
If the weather permits, however, the Spartans will get
a chance to take on cross-the-way neighbor Foothill Junior College today on the South Campus courts, starting at 2
p.m.
Foothill posts a season record of 8-2, their only losses
given up to Cal and Stanford, also a top nationally-ranked’
team. The Spartans have also surrendered to Stanford
this year.
The Spartan netters currently hold a 15-4 for the
season, which has boiled down to only two remaining!
matches, today’s and a rematch with Stanford o1
Tuesday, April 29.
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Shalimar of India
CLASSIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE

USED SUNDAY and MONDAY
10% oft with this ad.
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RESTAURANT

249-3332

Tuesday Evening, April 29th, 8:00 put.
Morris Dailey Auditorium

1

This is el gentle, endearing story of an Oriental
Jew’s successful campaign against entrenched bin
reauc racy and 20th Century civilization ihis film
provides a number of romances. niany hum ..... us
debates and hilarious Satires of political corrup
lion. Sallah is expertly played by Haym Topol. the
Israeli actor who was Tevye in Fiddler on ilie Roof.

Cantonese Cuisine
Cocktail

Henderson Shopping Center
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11.30
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4:30
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Banquet
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Sun

262-2224
Call Ahead far Take Out Orders
579 South Main Street. Milpitas
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Chinese Restaurant

5V.

Mandarin &
Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner

’1,

(Closed Mondays)
131 E. JACKSON ST.
16 blocks north of Santa Clara between 3rd & 4th)

$1.00 Admission
998-9427
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EL HAPPY BURRITO
invites you to spice up your life.
Come and try our great variety of
Mexican food.
"I hate to
advocate
weird chemicals,
alcohol,violence or
insanity to anyone..
but they’ve always
worked for me!"

Flautas
Enchiladas

Tostadas
Tamales

Sandwiches and more.
Take Out Available.
Conveniently located ... Corner of San Fernando & 4th
(across from Library North)

7 days a week

8:00 to

8:00

289-8590
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BILL MURRAY as Dr. Hunter S. Thompson -PETER BOYLE

R

"WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM" co-starring BRUNO KIRBY and
RENE AUBERJONOIS Screenplay by JOHN KAYE
Music by NEIL YOUNG
Produced and Directed by ART LINSON
SOUNDTRA,;:uKAAKVFAcollABLI;OTNApfirAsCKBTP.F.ET/

A IINIVERSAL.PICTURE

8.611

GOOD
TIMES
GUIDE

Opens April 25th at a theatre near you.

DMH 1498
9:30-10:45 AM
’ Nihonmachi Outreach Committee
Current issues in Japantown
Asians and the draft
7:30-10:30 PM WOMEN’S GYM 149
Cultural Dance Night
MC Comedian Lorenzo Matawaran
Chinese Student Assoc. Dancers
Peru Pamo
Polynesian Dancers
lily Chin
Bagong Diwa
Sponsored by Anon Sing festival Curnmlnee
For mare mformaffon cal 2T1 2994
Funded by Am:lasted Students

11-12:15 PM
DMH 347
Ikebana Demonstration
Japanese flower arranging
-0
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Penick set to defend title

Judokas in AAU tourney
Pacific region), and it’s usually due
to us," Uchida said.
The Spartan men’s team consists of 132-pounder Rod Conduragis ; 143-pounder Mike Kessler;
156-pounders Mike Coleman and
Mike Vincenti; 172-pound Lennie
Urso; and 209-pound Brewster
Thompson.
Three other Spartans qualified
for the AAU championships by
placing in the top three at the Pacific
championships held March 2 at
Spartan Gym. However, they will be
unable to participate, due to injuries.
Mike Swain, the national
collegiate champion, will miss the
meet because of an injured elbow.
As collegiate champ, Swain has
already qualified for the Olympic
camp and will be ready for the
competition starting in late May.
The other two, heavyweight
Brad Moss and 189-pound Mike
Caithamer weren’t so lucky. Moss
had a good shot at being national
collegiate champ until he injured his

by Dave Meltzer
An SJSU contingent of six men
and two women travel to Lansing,
Michigan today to compete in the
Amateur Athletic Union judo
championships Friday and Saturday.
Judokas from 172-pound weight
divisions and up are scheduled to
compete tomorrow, while those
under the 172-pound cut off compete
Saturday on the Michigan State
University campus.
The top four place-winners in
each division qualify, along with
three others picked at random, for
the Olympic judo camp. All Olympic
team members are then picked from
this camp.
The AAU is going to pick an
Olympic team, whether or not that
team will actually be able to participate in the Olympics, according
to SJSU judo coach Yosh Uchida.
Team scores will not be kept in
the AAU tourney. The officials will
keep regional scores, however.
"Our region usually wins the

th.

by Mark Crosse

Black belt Mike Kessler (top) will be one of the Spartans who is scheduled to compete in the Amateur
Athletic Union Championships, in Lansing, Michigan, this Saturday.

knee in the semi-finals of the
national meet.
Moss has since undergone knee
surgery and is in a cast.
Caithamer also was injured in
practice and will be unable to
compete in Michigan.
Moss was on top of his opponent
in his collegiate tourney semi-final
match when his knee gave out.
"I didn’t quit then," Moss said.
"I got back up but on the first step
the leg just gave.
"My opponent went right after
my leg," Moss remembers. "I’ll kill
that son-of-a-bitch next year!"
Moss spent eight days in the
hospital getting his knee put back
together. He is currently in a cast
from his ankle to his stomach.
In the women’s division, the
Spartans will send 106-pound Karen
Dean and 145-pound Christine
Penick to the AAU championships.
Penick, the national collegiate
champion in both the 145-pound and
open division, is odds-on favorite to
repeat in both divisions as the
tournament champ.
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Car Service
MARK’S HOT DOGS

Hot Dog
" Small Soda
* Potaio Chips

MASTER ANIMATOR
BRUNO BOZETTO

A4-121tafg

NIGHT
A UNIQUE EVENING

CENTRAL CHINA RESTAURANT

110NAI SF ( RI VARY %KU

"c5ay gf

Tel. (408) 374-3840

11/It4 910wess

71

374-3842

& 9,45

1920 Alum Rock As

PLUS

BAKMAS
Flower Shop

(Between Hamilton & Payne)

$1.35

ALLEGRO NON
TROPPO

Is

APRIL 21,15

Mandarin, Szechuan, Hunan Cuisine
OPEN FOR LUNCH & DINNER
ALSO FOOD TO GO
1362 S. Winchester Blvd.. San Jose, CA 95182

SAVE
ME!

ANIMATED WORLD
OF BRUNO BOZETT

San Jose
’II II

8 45

SHIRLEY BAKMAS BOWDEN

11.1 I 11E111

(it 1( 11) PIM I S 7 80

292-0462

The Associated Students Program Board of San Jose State University.
in cooperation with the L S B Leakey Foundation
proudly presents

10th and Santa Clara Streets

San Joao

I.he Third Annual

Yana
goodail
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SLATE OF EVENTS
,

Residency
.YHURSDAY APRIL 24

PHILIP MS
ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY 8 PM SA TWEEDS
MSC PERFORMING RTS THETIM

CHARIOT RACE
ROTC FIELD

6 APRIL

TALENT SHOW .

-- Al Public Lecture
Wednesday, April 30, 8 PM

-MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM

at the
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts
"Dominance and Sexual Relationships
Among Chimpanzees and Baboons"
4

Tickets are $3.50 for any student, staff, or
faculty with proper I.D.
$5.00 for the general public

4

11

Tickets on sale at BASS Ticketron, San Jose Box Office. Stanford
Tressider Box Office, and the Associated Students Business Office.
San Jose State Student Union
For more nformation call 408-277-2807 or 108-277.3228

"

FRIDAY APRIL 25

MARATHON GAMES

TATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
SAN JOSE STATE tINIVERSITYNIMIIIIIMI

4

8:00AM - 12:00PM:

GAMES ROOM STUDENT UNION

, SING OFF

.
1:00 - 3:00 Plif

TBA

SOFTBALL

3:30 - 6:00PM ,.
SOUTH CAMPUS

BEER CHUGGING CONTEST

6:30 PM

ATO FRATERNITY
9: 00i’M - LAM

r

Peter Serkin
pianist
Featuring works by Frederic Chopin

8 p.m.
Thursday May 1,1980
SJSU
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Tickets:$5.00 Genera1,61.00 Student
Bass, SJ Box Office,
AS Business Office

Every Mon. & Tues.
Laugh Your Ass Off!
April 25 & 26
Pace (Formerly Poker Face)
April 30
Uncle Rainbow
May2&3
Hush

736-0921
The Country Store Saloon
157W. El Camino, Sunnyvale, CA.

::

.
.

. ..

EVERYONE IS INVITED TO ATTEND
- FuNinmitv
.
.AssocIATF:nsTuDENTs..
’
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Viewing downtown from a police cruiser
Back on the street
again. Salerno isn’t three
blocks from the station
when a blue subcompact
car "blows" a red light.

a while to respond to a call?

of the car, the beam
reaching out like an accusing finger toward the ,
errant cyclist.
Then the bike slides ,
almost to a stop and turns I
to disappear into a barely
noticeable dirt road.
The patrol stops short,
unable to follow down the
narro% path. The whine of
the bike begins to fade.

Not usually, Salerno
explains. It’s more the type
of call that is important in
determining the response
time. A burglarized home
may be top priority to the
home owner, but to the
police, with many other
calls to handle, it isn’t a
high-priority call.
Salerno is now gliding

A middle-aged man
with thinning white hair
wearing blue jeans and a
plaid shirt gets out of the
car. He surrenders his
driver’s
license
and
registration to Salerno and

* ’Anything can happen anywhere at anytime’

"Believe it or not. I like
cops," he says to Salerno.
"I hate to meet you guys
like this. It’s the hard
way," he adds.
Salerno grins widely.
Heading down Highway 17 toward his patrol
"beat," Salerno talks about
traffic ticketing.

Salerno rounds the
corner with a surge of
power and roars down the
street, reaching over and
flicking a button at the
same time. The dark side
street is instantly bathed in
swirling red and blue light.
The bike zips and skids
through another intersection. The patrol car
lunges after, the rear end
swaying slightly as it
rounds the corner. Salerno
reaches over arid switches
on the spotlight or, the side

"Everyone picks their
own level of enforcement
on traffic" Salerno says.
He doesn’t go out of his
way to ticket motorists, but
if he sees a -flagrant
violation," he’ll respond,
Salerno explains.

San Jose police officer Paul Salerno

by Kevin Folan

with the San Jose Police for
It’s late afternoon on a just 10 months. He spent
rainy Monday in San Jose.
five years in "a small town
Police officer Paul in Connecticut" as a
Salerno guides his blue and policeman before coming
white cruiser slowly here.
through the heavy downDespite his years of
town commuter traffic. A experience. Salerno at10-hour shift of patrol duty tended the Police Academy
in Southwest San Jose lies and is now completing a
ahead.
probationary period. OfToday this reporter ficers just out of the
academy frequently go to
will be riding along.
work in District Seven.
Heading away from the which covers San Jose’s
station down North First
Street, traffic is almost at a
standstill. At the next intersection, the reason for
the tie-up is revealed: a
small, crumpled yellow
import and a blue Monte
Carlo sit forlornly in the
middle of the intersection.
The drivers stand impassively in the heavy rain downtown area.
as a torrent of other cars
District Seven is a good
seek to flow past the ob- place to get experience
stacles in their path.
because "there’s all kinds
As the cruiser reaches of things going on there,"
Salerno
explained.
the
intersection,
the
drivers of the two cars
There
are
eight
come over to the window.
districts in San Jose, and
The accident is a minor about 750 police officers,
one, with both cars still according to Salerno.
driveable. Salerno advises
Once Salerno comthe drivers to move the pletes his probationary
the
of
middle
the
cars out of
period, he will be able to
intersection and then fills "bid" for his choice of
out a collision notice for beats and days off on the
them. Since the accident basis of seniority.
was minor and there were
no injuries, it’s not a police
Salerno arrives at the
matter, but one for their in- market. It’s a fairly new
surance companies, Saler- gas station that was
no tells them.
evidently the victim of the
A call then comes over oil crunch. The service bay
the radio involving now has apples and canjuveniles robbing a small taloupes instead of tires
Almaden. and oil.
in
market
Salerno logs the time into a
The owner, a middlesmall notebook attached to aged
man with a battered
a metal binder which
coat, stained shirt and a
contains a thick sheaf of
flowing white mustache.
crimes and suspects. Then
leads Salerno to a back
it’s time to go.
room where two small boys
Salerno. 27, has been sit quietly in folding chairs

The owner explains
that he caught the boys
trying to steal some fruit.
He thinks they may also be
responsible for some acts
of vandalism that he has
suffered lately. The owner
wants Salerno to notify the
boys’ parents.
Salerno questions the
boys, who are both 10 years
old and next-door neighbors. One of the boys
doesn’t seem to understand
what’s going on. It takes

Salerno operates by
himself most nights

REC 97

Committee
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several tries by Salerno
before the boy understands
what "birthdate" means.
This boy’s residence
has no phone. He lives with
his divorced mother, who
works and won’t be home
for several hours.
Salerno explains the
options to the owner. If the
owner wants the police to
hold onto the boys until

their parents can be
reached, the boys will have
to be taken to Juvenile
Hall. If that happens. the
owner will eventually have
to make an appearance at
Juvenile Court. Or, Salerno
can simply give the information he has on the
boys to the owner and he
can contact the parents.
The decision is not long
in coming. Salerno gives
the information over and
then goes back to give the
boys a stern warning not to
do this again.
The boys readily agree
and walk unhurriedly out of
the store.

"you’re more alert if
you’re by yourself."
Salerno said.
"My philosophy is that
anything can happen
anywhere at any time."
Back at the station.
Salerno jokes about all the
paperwork involved in
policework.
At a small table in one
room, another officer is
laboriously filling out a
long, densely-worded form.
A small, battered revolver
in a brown leather holster
sits on the table in front of
him.

The owner also has two
television sets he said he
found on his property
earlier today. The sets will
have to be tagged "found"
property and taken back to
the station. Salerno notifies
the dispatcher and heads
back to the station.

The majority of citizenpolice contact is through
the issuance of traffic
tickets, Salerno says, and
he tries to be pleasant on
those occasions.
Getting off the highway
at Camden, Salerno heads
in the general direction of
Good Samaritan Hospital.
This is the first time during
the shift Salerno has been
in his assigned patrol area.
Even though officers try to
maintain "beat integrity,"
this isn’t always possible,
Salerno explains.

Although it’s been a
quiet tour so far for Salerno
this evening, one gets the
feeling he doesn’t mind.
After all, this is a job where
anything can happen
anywhere at any tiine.

self service
250 minimum
I

ALL
AMERICAN
COPY INC.
407 E. Santa Clara St.
295-6600/295-7778
Bus. Mrs. M -F I4: Sat. 104

*CAMERA SALE
ENEVI

PRICES GOOD AT ALL LOCATIONS ALL STORES OPEN SUNDAYS 12-4 PM

Minolta

paitner would be
nice for a chad!-te." but

10th St. Pharmacy

BUFPUF

Advertised on 1.V
hv Bruce Jenner

Nonmedicated Cleansing Sponge

For
beautiful
skin
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It’s time for Salerno to
make a trip back to the
station.

Xerox
Copies
11/2it Each

Is this
why
it
sometimes takes the police

Salerno is operating by
himself tonight. as on most
ni;thts. Would he rather
have partner?

--._

meanders
Salerno
around the patchwork of
streets for a while in hopes
of sighting the bike. He’s
not too upset about not
catching the bike driver,
explaining that a motorcycle has the advantage
over an automobile of
much greater maneuverability. His real concern is
that "some poor motorist"
will end up in a pile-up with
the careless cyclist.

toward an intersection in a
quiet residential area.
Suddenly, with a highpitched whine, a small
motorcycle rips through
the intersection just in
front of the patrol car,
"blowing" a stop sign in
the process.
The motorcycle is unlit
and the driver is obviously
underage.

lights a cigarette while he
waits for his ticket.
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Several outdoor art exhibits were displayed earlier in the semester Above, Andrea Brembry puzzled over a gigantic
stuffed teddy bear Michele Harvey (right) studied a sculpture. Below, art consists of a small car and a big bag All
exhibits were near the Student Union

’Originality important’ in SJSU art
workmanship." She said it
"indicates the low standards which the department has."

by Sam Tuohey
Art must cause attention. If it doesn’t, then
the artist has failed, according to Fred Spratt,
SJSU art professor and
chairman-elect to that
department.

Moulton added that
when she sees something of
quality come out of the
department, she’s surprised.

If this is the case, art
students’ works in recent
semesters have been very
successful because they
have been hard to ignore.
There are few in a
crowd who can walk by an
automobile which has been
mummified with strips of
cloth and clay and not take
notice. And most SJSU
students have noticed the
colorful patches which
cover the street side of
Building D, the site of the several dozen feet of
plastic wrapping paper
future coffee house.
stretched from the top of
The mummy car was the Art Building to the
created by one of art ground.
professor Tony May’s
This can be called art
classes last semester, and
Building D was decorated a because, according to
few years ago by another of Spratt, art is "a persistent
activity which is modified
May’s classes.
by each civilization and is
"Originality is im- redefined constantly."
portant," Spratt said, "and
To grade a project, the
much of today’s art is
Art teacher acts as an art
The
unorthodox.
Department tries to keep critic. Spratt said.
up with the times. It’s imEvaluations of these
portant to let the students projects
include
in
the
know what’s going on
discussions of originality
professional art world."
and creativity.
The department is
"well balanced,- Spratt
said, but not rigid. For
instance, all art students
are required to take a core
of 30 lower-division units to
learn the fundamentals.
But later in the programs,
students, especially those
in graduate programs,
work on individual and
group projects.

With some of the
outdoor projects, teachers
will check with the
buildings and maintenance
people to see if the student
went through the proper
channels to get permission.
This is a requirement for
students whose projects
may get in the way of
regular school business.

In many cases, Spratt
One such project, done said, getting the go-ahead
by Mark Bonesteele. a for a project is as difficult
graduate student studying and as important as the
sculpture, consisted of actual project.

Bug Problems?

Another art student,
Dana Dahlquist, said that
to properly appreciate
most of these art projects,
"people must approach
them as being conceptual"
as opposed to just looking
for good craftsmanship.

Most of the art projects
aren’t so unusual in size as
a mummy car or a stretch
of plastic wrap, but many
areas unorthodox.
Recently, an assignment for a beginning
design class taught by May
involved creating a
package or container for
junk. One student said she
enjoyed the assignment
and that its purpose was to
get students to think about
art in a different way.

division classes, according
to Spratt. Five of the "junk
container" projects, which
were exhibited in the Art
Building, had eggs incorporated in them. Five
others had dust or cotton as
their central theme.
Janet Moulton, who
received her master’s
degree from the department in 1977, commented
that the junk container
projects
exhibition’s
"lacked quality and good

He added that many of
the "outdoor" projects
such as the mud-cart
don’t attract him personally. Instead, he has to
think about the process
behind the projects to enjoy
them.
Alice Grulich, an art
senior, thinks that the
outdoor exhibits
are
"great. It’s good that
they’re outside so that
everyone can react to
them," she said.
The Art Department’s
accreditation was recently
renewed.

CELEBRATING OUR 39th YEAR
Another student in the
class felt that it was a
waste of time, even though
she understood why the
project was assigned.
One difference between the lower-division
projects and the upperdivision ones is the
frequent similarity of the
projects in the lower-

One thing that the
accreditation committee
noted was the lack of studio
space for art students
provided by the school.

get "Gassed at
Spartan
Stations

Spratt said that the
department will try to get
more studio space next
semester as well as more
gallery room so that they
can show more student
exhibits.
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Professor Charles Chess (center) gives directions to cameraman Chuck Revell and assistant director Lorraine Alai.

Theatre Arts film
nears completion
The SJSU movie production of ’’Run From the Buildings," initiated
last January by the Theatre Arts Department, is now in its final two
weeks of shooting. according to director and producer Charles Chess.
"When completed, it will be the first feature length film ever
produced by a university," said Chess, an SJSU theatre arts professor and
former Hollywood filmmaker.
"Run From The Buildings." written by three anonymous screenwriters in 1967, is the story of a graduating architect student, Benny,
played by SJSU theatre arts senior Milt Abel.
The movie follows Benny through his final semester of school and
portrays his disenchantment with peers, his career choice and his
girlfriend. It is based on an existentialist philosophy that people order
their own existence and are what they do.
Abel described his lead role as "a tremendous opportunity careerwise." He added that he is "keeping his feet on the ground" and not
planning on professional offers.
"It has been an educational and enlightening experience." Abel said.
"The movie has stripped away a lot of the myth of the glamour of filmmaking. It’s a lot of hard work."
The 22-person crew and seven actors, mainly SJSU theatre arts
students, have worked nearly 5,000 hours since the script was chosen in
January.
"Run From The Buildings’ is a joint effort of students in several
radio, television and film program courses. including Film Production.
Activities and Projects in Radio and TV and various acting courses.
The film is financed entirely through the university’s Instructionally
Related Activities fund, Chess said.
-At this point, it has been a very conservative budget," Chess said,
adding that he will know the total expenditures in about three months.
Chess estimated the cost at about one one-hundredth of a normal
feature lengt(. film. The student crew is receiving academic credit for
their work. . added.
The principl ’,holography, including soundwork, was completed in
March, Chess . .... Current shooting involves largely "pickup work" or
transition photography which wasn’t completed when the main filming
was done, he added.
The specific completion date of the filming ’depends largely on the
weather," Chess said. The crew is also looking for a large warehouse
setting, he added.
Post-production work, including editing and mixing, will be done in
.oetween the final filming and release date. Chess
the four month pei
sa,d.
"Run From The Buildings" is scheduled to be released next fall on
Bay Area Public Broadcasting System PBS i television stations, Chess
said. The film may also be aired on 60 other PBS stations across the
country, he added.
Chess said the final commitments are "being arranged" with the
television companii The remaining discussion involves mainly
bureaucratic deta, he added.
-We have to show them something" before a formal contract is
completed, Chess said. He forsees no problems with a September release
date.
"!’- original script was revised to reflect a present day California
univ
setting. The movie centers around the SJSU campus, with the
I itir
. Dudley Moorehead Hall, the Speech and Drama Luilding and the
torian-style homes at Seventh and William streets as major settings.
Most
interior shooting was done at the Pickering II se in
Fremont. ’1
. ictorian-style mansion was built in the 1860’s
the Sas
Francisco farm; os a summer home.
Various Santa Clara County treets and the Lexington Reservoir are
also being used.
About 40 students auditioned for acting roles in late February. according to Chess.
The final cast, in addition to Abel, includes students Lisa E. Wisnom.
Kathleen Esteves, Steven B. Chastain and Robyn McClain and SJSU
The e Arts lecturer Addyse Palagyi.
life, .,,iial actor Craig Jackson, an instructor at Ohlone College in
’mint, will play a professor in his late 40s, Chess said. No student could
lie found to fit the role, he added.
Student assistants include Ed Jones, director of photography; Bill
Brownell. unit manager; Steve Klitzing. production manager; Karen
Roman, assistant producer, and Lorraine Alai, assistant director.
The movie is the SJSU Radio. TV and film program’s semester
project, Chess said. The department normally works with video-tape
rather than film, he added.
Chess described the film as a "learning experience" in which the
process is more important than the end-product. He merely wants to give
at ,dents the opportunity to develop a feature length film.
The crew, however, is "coming out with a superlative effort," Chess
said.
Roman said the film is a "great experience." Being involved in a
professional production at the college level is a unique opportunity, she
added.
The movie work has given "hints on how to make our own films," Alai
said.
Chess, over the past 15 years, has been involved with the production of
about 150 films and television programs. His various roles, in Hollywood
and Hawaii, have included writer, assistant director, director and
production assistant.
He has worked on such television programs as "The Patty Duke
Show," "Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner’," "The Invaders" and "Please
Don’t Eat the Daisies."
Currently, Chess, as well as teaching at SJSU, is a "consultant" on
television documentaries and medical films for San Jose’s Channel 11 add
ABC-TV.

A "gaffer" prepares for a sound check

MOW 7141
Lead actors Lisa Wisnom and Milt Abel stand atop the Seventh Street garage.

Chuck Revell (right) takes a light reading.

photos by: Mark Crosse
story by: Ron Regalia

Director Charles Chess
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sponsored research group,
said yesterday that its
index of consumer confidence dropped in March,
the fifth straight month of
decline.
The monthly Conference Board index which is based on a 1969-70
level of 100- dropped by 4.5
points in March to 71.9. The
board said that its survey
of 5,000 households, conducted by National Family

Public confidence ebbs
with declining economy
NEW YORK AP I Americans are getting
gloomier and gloomier
about the economy.
Two separate studies
released this week show

that the public’s confidence
in the future is declining.
The Survey Research
Center of the University of
Michigan said Monday that
consumer confidence in the

economy during March
was lower than it had ever
been in the 34-year history
of the center’s poll.
And the Conference
business Board,
a

Opinion Inc. of Toledo,
Ohio, showed a growing
number of families think
business conditions are bad
and will get worse and
believe that jobs are hard
to find and will become
even scarcer.
The board’s confidence
index measures consumer
expectations about income,
employment and business
conditions for the coming
six months. It is higher

than it was last July and
August, when it hit 70 and
69 points, respectively, but
it is almost 12 full points
lower than it was in October.
The latest poll said
about 25 percent of those
surveyed think business
conditions will get worse in
the next six months. In
February, about 22 percent
thought business conditions
would deteriorate. Today,

the number of people who
think things will get worse
is slightly more than twice
as large as the number who
think things will get better.
The number of people
who said they expect
employment conditions to
worsen was nearly three
times as great as the
number who said they
anticipate a better job
outlook. More than 31
percent predict fewer jobs,

while 11 percent expect
more.
Just over 22 percent of
the people surveyed for the
Conference
Board
described business conditions in March as good a decline of 1 percentage
point from the previous
month. Almost 20 percent
said business conditions
were bad - up a little more
than 2 percentage points
from February.

classifieds
Announcements

WANTED: Baseball cards, yearbooks and world Series Programs,
autographs.
statues,
sports
memorabilia. QUICK CASH. See Dr.
Lapin, Bus. Tower 763, or call 537’
sill .
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
Of your mouth and save Money tee -Enroll newt! Information at A.S.
Office, or call 37141111.
Gardens Recycling
Center is open this semester Wed.,
11 am2pm and Sat. arid Sun., 10am4pm. We collect newspaper, card
board, glass, aluminum and tin
cans, (please flatten), motor oil and
automobile batteries. Were across
grom Spartan Stadium on the corner
S. 7th and /gumbo’? Sts. Bring
our recyclables and come out and
Lippert us. Volunteers welcome.
BEER MAK ING
OUR kit selling for S29.95 makes 9
gallons of delicious brew, and then
75 cents per 6 -pack after that.
Simple instructions and top quality
ngredients make EVERY customer
success EVERY TIME Your
riends 0,11 insist in coming to
YOUR pad in the future. Alter all,
where can they get a European type
malt beer with 5 percent alcohol and
of have to go out to buy it. We’ll
live you individual instruction, or
us, be happy to rap more with you
n Friday nights from 7 to loin the
eermakers Pub, next door to the
tore.
BE ERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040 N. 4th Street
San Jose, 218-6647
tore open: Wed. thru Sat., 9 a.m. to
p.m., 4 days.
RE you graduating? What better
me to have a beautiful award
flnning color portrait created by
ohn Eric Paulson. Call John 41 441
3110.
JSU GSU: Gay Student Union is a
upportive organization for lesbians
nd gay men. GSU provides a blend
I social and educational activates
hich give lesbians and gay men the
pportunity to meet, learn about
hemselves and each other and
elevant social issues. We meet in
he S.U. at II p.m. every Thurs. in
ounctl Chambers. Lesbian Caucus
fleets 730 p.m. Wednesdays in the
Vomen-s Center. For more in
orrnation on any of our events. Call
MOATS.
EVANGELICALS Concerned has a
tble study for gay men and women.
Vednesdays. 2276 Maywood Ave.
.0. Box DM, San Jose 95109. Call
18.07SS.
JSU COUNSELING Services
callable to all students who would
he help with vocational, personal
r academic concerns Come see us
1 our new off ice in Room 221, Ad
smostration Building, 7th and San
ernando Streets. Call 277.2966.
ALL the School of Ballet Arts for
slo. in classes at new spacious
uclio 1186 Lincoln aye Auditions
ir upcoming performances. Call
98-2416 or 206 6118
Cl CLUB is electing new officers on
nursday, May 1 at 710 p.m. in
ngineering 132. Make yourSell
eard! The last weekend trip of the
ear is April 19-20 to Northshore.
ignup now! The Barn Dance is
natty here! Sunday, Mayo, from 4
at Coyote Ranch. Look here for
etatls. Only one month left before
eedom!
IER RA CLUB: Jim Stamn will
leak on the "Galapagas Islands"
t April 22 at 7:30 p.m. in the S.0
uada lupe Room. Information
’,Kerning weekend and summer
OCkpack trips, daynikes, mountain
imbing expeditions, softball and
711eyball games, bike trips. etc.,
ay be obtained at our April 22
Meting. For ladies who wish to be
icurled to the safety 01 their
mr/home, we will offer an 00000
irvice after each meeting.

For Sale
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER .65
cents per lb. No limit. Call 293.2104.
TWIN beds: One maple, $30. One
vinyl headboard, SG. Both have
malt
Call 1410 793-5310.
PEAVEY TKO 110 amp, SISO each.
E xcellent cond. Call 244.70e4 a fter 6.
BASS: Fender Precision with Case.
Walnut knish, excellent condition.
$375 or offer. Call 267 2986.
3 BEDROOM home near SJSU
campus. Asking $111,000. Owner can
help finance. Call 294.7571 after a
p.m.
SOFA Plidelfiway bed. Good condition. Queen size HOW, 675 or
best offer. Phone 2164280 after 5

140111 14’ Exc. cond. Dolphin Mr.
Hawaiian Rioting Line, 51,17S. Call
Devoe! 3771051
FANTASTIC AK AI reel to reel.
Auto reverse. Phillips 312 turntable
Quad power amp. SOW/Ch. All 5675
Call Steno.? 2884332 Mghtl.

Help Wanted
CAMPUS Internship Program.
Financial Planning Training and
Sales Course. CALL 349-5275.
WORK available now in Southwest
San Jose, Eastside, Cunerf Ino,
Saratoga and Sunnyvale. Flexible
hours Apply in person at 210 South
1st No. 7215 or call 297 4144. Over
own car.
CAB drivers needed. Full and part.
time drivers and dispatchers. Must
be 25 years of age or older Male and
female All shifts available Call
King Cab 41 213-1044.
MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS’
Cruiseshtps! Sailing Expeditions!
Sailing Camps etlo experience, good
Pay Summer, career. Nationwide,
worldwide, Send 14.95 for applicatton, info. referrals to CRUISE
WORLD 20, 2535 Watt Ave., Box
40129, Sacramento, CA15460.
JOBS!
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!
Little exp. Fantastic Tips! Pay!
S1,600 to 53,800 summer. Thousands
needed. Casino’s, restaurants,
ranches, cruisers, rafting, etc. Send
54.91 for application, or/formation,
referrals to Lakeworld 20, Box 40121,
2535 Watt Avenue, Sacramento, CA
95160.
AMUSEMENT park fun ... Last
Round -up ride operators ...Security,
Sales
immediate part time
openings, full time summer. Apply
NOW
FRONTIER
VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT PARK. WAS Monterey Road.

SPITED: By Toy Collector, Top
ea paid for Alt Europeen Toy
rs in ORIGINAL or MINT con
ion, such as English Dinky.
enCh Dinky, Corgi. Tekno, Ran,
Call 14151 713 5318

MATURE student to assist in
teaching remedial reading approx.
1S20 hrs per week. Must be
available all 5 days Mon. thru Fri.
between 3 and 7 p.m. Most be no
[ellent reader Will train. 53.71/hr.
Call Mrs. Spencer at 25111109.

TOYOTA Corona Odour.
’Mafia trans., goad condition.
*Wolfer. Call 788 7010
VW SUE. Icellent running
nilltlen. Newts minor body work
roof. 075/offer Call Jon at 856
3.

DELI OPENING
Sandwich makers and checkers
needed. Full or part time, weekends.
5 Mlles from campus in Milpitas.
Near bus. Call 140-4111
MEN AND WOMEN. KELLY NASA
JOB FOR YOU! If you ,have at least
1 hours a week to spare, KELLY Can
put vou to work NOW! You’ll have
plenty of time for classes and social
life by working when and where you
want to It takes lust one onterytew
In our office, and you’ll recetve the
rest of your temporary lob
assignments by phone. Stop in
loday No appt necessary KELLY
SERVICES, 99 Redwood Avenue.
SJ , between Massif, Valley Fair and
Emporium, Stevens Creek. Call 346
0474 or 3315 Almaden Expwy (tor
Almaden/Hillsdale) 267 4900. EOE,

UNWANTED hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential
355 S.
Baywoad Aye, San Jose, Call 2477456.
WOULD like to find female to be
with a handicapped man. If in.
terested, call 211-2301.
DO YOU WANT some advice? Do
you want to settle an argument? Do
you want to get someone elses
potion? Then write:
Dear John.
Now you can get "A man’s point of
vtew. Include any name and address
you choose. All replies are mailed to
you and are held in strictest confidence. So, for advice, write Dear
John, P.O. Box 21026, San Jose, CA
95151. For recorded message call
401-2744t06.

SALES oriented students wanted,
Industrious, active, to develop sales
organizatton for S.F. Chronicle and
Examiner.
Minimum
wage
guaranteed against high commissions. Can earn 5100 to 1300 per
week. Year round job if desired. Call
collect 14151 403-5711.

DEAREST AR: Happy IS -day to la)
Super Woman. Thanks for making
me smile; it’s good to see your
smiling lace any time. Love ya,
R.M. P.S., watch out for those small
hands and feet.

SPECIAL EDUCATION AIDE. 6 1/2
nrs/day, S days/wk., 1.4.21/hr. plus
benefits. Start May If, 1900. Direct
service in a transition classroom
with emotionally disturbed, developmentally delayed children. Send
resume to. Sheila Dubin, Exec. Dlr.,
Zonta Children’s Center, 4300 Buck.
nell Rd. 5.1. 95130

WANTED: MAN outside LIBRARY
last Thurs. (17th) afternoon. Shorts,
mustache, BEAUTIFUL EYES. Will
be same place/approx. time 4/24!

NOW HIRING Lifeguard coonse tors, horseback riding instructors,
general counselors, and kitchen
assistants. Non-smoking. 6,000 acre
cued ranch camp June is to Aug. 30.
Salary plus room and board.
Located between Oakdale and
Sonora, Call, Personal interview
required. Call 17091 847-5761.

Housing

DUCKHUNTER DAN! Happy 22nd
birthday’ Quack. Quack, quack.

SANDRA BURT. Please get in touch
watt me. Call Pierre at 2918117.

Services

MOVING AND HAULING. Have
large truck. Avail. for all sort. of
jobs. Call Roy at 21114117.

COUPLE with child to share 4 bdrrn,
house near campus with couple with
child. SHARE: II child care, 2/ co.
op food buying, 21 Cable TV and
fireplace. II patio, prodte yard and
garden and 5) utilities and
responsibilases. $300 per month.
Exchange references. Call Don or
Pat at 295-7431.
ROOMIE wanted: Real nice 2
bdrm., 7 ha. apt. 10 min. from
school Pool, sauna, rec. room,
tennis lam an Aero senior. Must be
over 21 and neat. 6175/mo. Call Sal
at 714.2367.

’,MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!’
Get the best for less from A.E. AU.
DIO ENTERPRISES is SJSU’s
complete consumer electronics
buying service with nearly 300
brands of stereo components,
compacts, portables and ac ssssss les
for the car, home, stage or studio.
Also, TV’s, protection systems,
valeo recorder/carti, and games. All
items new in factory sealed cartons
with full manufacture warranty. 20
day defective exchange with op
Ilona! 5 year parts AND labor.
Shipped direct Irons wholesale
distributors to your door in 0 to III
days! Call 255-5550 for complete
price quotes or more info, SMWFS,
10 to 10. Ask for KEN. Look to A.E.
tor the widest selection of the
highest Itdelity at the lowest prices.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!
SAVE THIS ADM
Before you purchase any hifi, car
stereo, TV, recorder or recording
tape, check with us Inc BIG DIS
COUNTS on over 250 rnalor brands
of equipment. Good prices available
on lust about EVERYTHING. Cur
rect, honest information given on
performance, quality. etc. We
manufacture a complete line of
quality loudspeakers and kits
WHOLESALE to the public. Our
speakers use the same components
that most of the highly popular and
advertised systems use but at 1/3 to
1/2 the cost Full manufacturers
warranty with local service. Showroom and manufacturing facilities
in San Jose, Sounds Unique, 2624793.
Open TuesF ri., 14, Sat.. noon-5.

INTELLIGENT TYPING
Cannie and Gary 067 0792
TYPING: Thesis, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Reasonable
rates. Call 2694674.
PROFESSIONAL editing. Theses,
dissertations, etc Reasonable. Call
Ms. Bernell at 374.7047.
TYPING by Kathy. Professional and
experiencNI. Selectric II, Cali
,07304119

wedding
LOOKING for
photos
Your wedding
photographs by John Eric Paulson.
Photography are expresstons of
love, soft, elegant and universally
understood. For the finest award
winning photography, call John at
4411-2388

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Exper
mooed, reasonable rates Fast. Call
Jeannie at 274-1975.
TYPING: Term papers, resumes,
letters, etc. 51/pg and up. IBM
Correcting Selectric
All work
proofread Call Kitty at 23132099
after 3 p m please

TYPING
my home Prof. IBM
S.W. Call Sue at 247 1992
TYPING
IBM Selectric
247.4355
TYPING OVA PROFESSIONAL. 20
yrs. exp. Resumes, theses, report’’,
vitaes, term reports, letters, doc
ore /es, charts, graphs, etc.
Reasonable. So. Valley area. Call
KATHIE at 578-1216, 9 a.m. tot p.m.
I am also on the Graduate Office
Approved Typist List.

TYPING: Term pipers, reports. Ac.
curate. SI/pg., double spaced. Call
Gayle at 361.6079.
PRCFESSIONAL typing Reasoifi
able ra:Jis Experienced Deadlines
guaranteed Call 214 1971.
NEED A TYPIST? All kinds of typing done on an IBM Correcting Selixtric II Reasonable Rates, Call
441 1151
TYPING: Accuracy, neatness and
deadlines guaranteed Experienced
in masters, reports, dissertations.
Approved by SJSU Graduate
Department, IBM Set II. South San
Jose, Blossom Valley area. CII
Janet at 277.0525.
PROFESSIONAL esp. NON?. Fast,
accurate, reasonable. IBM Selectric, Call 243.111151.

19111 Los Andes time. 52.41cate
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SURPRISE HER with Dave, a mon
in a cake. For bachlorette, birthday
or ether parties. Call 3864167.

EASYTY PE TYPING SERVICE
Reports, Mesas, books, using automatic typing. Call 249.0412, S.C.

QUALITY typing. le(/wpm. IBM
Selectric 90 cents per page. Call
Jolo at 255 2761 Or leave message at
3512139.

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE. 3 days,
2 nights at hotel of your choice
Includes one dinner and 580 in casino
chips. Trip was first place prize. Will
sell for 0150. Call Jim at 319-9629

INME NT FOR WOMEN:
Make cake popper for your next
bridal shower or bachelorette party
Call Rick at 2411.0344.

BERKELEY Typing Agency Pro
I essional services, reasonable rates
Open 105, M F Call 260 6706 or slop
by 414 E William Street, Suite 10
(between 9th and 10th streets )

TYPING: My firm can handle
anything from one letter to large
mail lists Reports, manual or
resumes Qualify work at reason.
able rates. Call THE EXECUTIVE’S ASSISTANT al NW 1141.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

BUDGET FLIGHTS 1980. Domestic
and international t el flights
anywhere at discount fares We also
represent all charter operations
(including Laker) . Hawaii
Mexico
Europe
Asia
Africa
... Australia
USA Travel Services
Available
International Student
Identity Card issuance
Eurail.
Student Rail and BraRail passes
Overseas lob placement . USA.
Canada and Mexico Travel . Youth
Hostel Cards
Student shops and
trains
insurance
Wide map
selection
Backpacks
Luggage
Hard to find travel books
Voltage converters
Camptng
tours . Club Med
Open 7 days
Mon Fri, 94; Saturday, 9 5, Sunday.
noon 5 TRIP AND TRAVEL PLAN
HONG COMPANY. Charter Travel
Specialists 444 E. William Street
110th and Wm), San Jose, CA 95112
Call 14081 292-1613.

WRITING PROBLEMS? The San
Jose State English Department
Writing Laboratory will help
students with their writing skills:
sentences,
organization, term paper work.
Come in early in your writing
process. Experienced tutors will
advise you. HOURS. MIS: TW, 89; Th., 03; F,14. Education 221.

GOOD typist. IBM Selectric. Rea
sortable rates. Call Goldie 1262.0445
eye, before 1$ p.m., or wlinds

FAST, accurate professional typing.
Experienced. Reasonable rates. Call
Janet at 265.1536.

INCREDIBLE vacatton bargain
Exchange with French student Get
4 weeks in Provincial France lor
5290 (board, room, visits to Paris
included. Transportation extra)
Call 3$44135.

WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resident clergy
No blood test required
Rowelling
Confidential-L.1.1
Reverend Donald
1011.0141 (Any time/

MOTHER OLSON’S LODGINGS.
weet from
Two houses
campus Kitchen, linen, maid service, Tv, and parking. $45 per wk.
shared, 560 to 54S per wk. single. 123
North 0th St. Call 9111-0233.

FAST, accuree typing/editing on
Selectric II. Theses, etc Words Un.
knitted. Call Valet 16159301

Typing

Travel
A GRADUATE student would like to
meet a girl. Please call Perry at 293!
5481.

BOOMING DENTAL practice seeks
energetic part time temporary for
filing, cleaning office and instruments. Experienced or quickly
master new skills? Please call 251.
5244 or 326-0171.

FEMALE roommate, non-smoker,
serious student wanted to share 2
bdrm., 2 ha. apt. near Westgate. 10
IS mon. from campus. $175 plus 1/2
utilities. Includes pool and laundry
facillties. Call 2574936 after 11 p.m.
or leave message for Meg at 255,454.

5 wanted to help
disabled in homes. Flexible hours
A I
Center Call 371 7010

BUICK Century 00000 cpe. New
et vinyl top. AC, PS, PEI, steel
led radials, low miles. Excellent
.493. Coll 494-6301.

RADIO time sales. Sell for top
stations in California. Join a last
growing, dynamic organttabon with
12 years experience. Top corn.
missionspa id in advance. 5 hour day.
WIll train. Call 464,571.

MEN! WOMEN! Jobs on Ships!
American, foreign No expert..
required. Ecellent pay, worldwide
travel. Summer lob or career. Send
53.00 Inc information to SE AFAX,
Dept. CA. First and Laurel streets,
Port Angeles. Washington 98362,

POLICE Officer, City of San Jose.
Most be bilingual, Spanish/English.
21 to 34 years of age, 2 years of
college. Fluent in Spanish. For more
information, call SJPD Recruiting
at 777-4951.

Personals

JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer or year
round. Good pay. $1100 to 52.000
monthly. All fields: parks, fisheries,
teaching, oil industry and more’
1940 employer listings. For information, send 63 to Alasco. Box
2410 16515 Sabado Tarde, No. 3),
Goleta, CA 93018.

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Greet guys and gals. Kitchen, game
room. color TV, linen and maid
service, fireplace, courtyard,
parking. 545 per week shared, 165
Per week single. 207 South 11th
Street. Office 127 North Oth St. Call
911-0223.

THE Nouse of Genii in San Jose is
looking for a TEPPANYAKI COOK
for a Japanese steak house. Call
14081 21144139 after 5 p.m. Ask for
Kenny.

LOST: Gold bracelet in the Student
Union/Dormitory area on April HS
Highly sentimental in value. Call
2774199.

BUSBOY/WAITER positions open
Experience preferred, will train.
Call 3774624 alter 3 Pm

EASY extra income: SW) to 51,000
g ssssss eed stuffing envelopes. Send
self addressed, stamped envelope
TO: DEXTER ENTERPRISES,
3039 Shrine Pl., Los Angeles, CA
90007

Stereo

Lost and Found,

WANTED: Sales/service person for
industrial automotive. Full time
position. Salary plus commission
and benefits. No weekends. Call
John Sousa 41 14001 9051090 M-Th, 94.

EXCELLENT pay and flexible
hours. Nursing and clerocal per.
sonnel needed. Atdes 16/hr., LVN’s
Wfihr. RN’s Stt/hr Clerical at
various rates. Some experience
needed. Call New Horitons at 2445552.

,010 the proposed military draft
only legal way. Full details and
swan’. 51,00. MaranMa, 142
’ling Drive, Bangor, 041 04401,

Automotive

CASHIERS/PAR TT IME
Immediate opening for 2 cashiers at
The Bedroom Good opportunity and
good starting salary. Call Don at The
Bedroom, 287-2484, ht-F, 10.4 p.m

ACROSS
Cooks, as
Chinese
vegetables
Lance
Calendar item
Mexican Indian
One of the
Philippines
Melodious
Eagerness
River into the
Rhone
Marble
Go speedily
Shore bird
- one’s time
Longfellow’s
bell town
Gambling game
Deceive
Highway
American painter of Britain’s
elite
The tinker, in
"Midsummer
Night’s Dream"
Capacity for
sympathy
Farmer
Sly glance
Splits
Opinion
Walked

46 Poet of the year
one
47 Do a baker’s job
48 Son of Gad
49 Plead
50 "The Burghers
of Calais"
sculptor
51 Isle 53 Typist’s aid
55 Star-shaped
57 - back (cost)
58 Famous
"Carmen" song
59 Greek letter
60 Usher
DOWN
1 Life principle
2 Affectionate
3 Within: Prefix
4 Hebrew month
5 "Arms and the
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15

Like some glass
Be conspicuous
Study (over)
Biblical high
priest
Perfume sprayer
Recipient of
junk mail
City on the
Missouri
Dyestuff
Compelling

20 Primitive epic
23 Fish of the ray
family
24 Favorite of
nostalgia -minded
movie buffs
26 Made smooth
28 Resident of
James Bay
Reservation
30 Party not in
office
32 Onward
33 Prepared, as
almonds
34 Plot the course
for
36 Investigative reporters’ job
37 Watermelon part
38 Shacks
41 Believer of a
sort
43 Done over
44 Convention keynoter
45 Restaurant of a
type
47 Chosen today
50 Tenant’s
Concern
51 Olive genus
52 Level
54 The sun
56 Before

MMEMEM
MEM
UMMIIIMMEM EMMEN
EMMEN= =MINIM
MM. MEd= MEM
MEM
MEM= AM=
MEM MIME IIMMEM
MN= MEMEMEM
MEM
MEM=
=MOM =ME
MEM= ME= MEM
=ME MEM=
MOM
MEM MEM= MM.=
=NM= MEMIIMMEM
MMEMME WIMMEMEMM
MUM
MIME
4124/80
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ROOMMATE needed to shore new 3
bdrm. house 10 min. from SJSU. 5200
mo. plus 1/3 util. Call 759-4827.

RATES

HOUSE FOR SALE. William St.
Park area. 3 Or. I ha. Form Din.,
Kit w/break. nook., car gar. wig.
shop rm. Part. basmt. Prof. decor.
1100.000. Call 266.2167

Jun.,

$200

250

2 75

Fe,,,
days
290

4 loves

250

300

325

340

ROOM for rent to a foreign student
In the home of on American /entity.
Call 1144-7255 eves.

Suite,

300

350

330

400

3 75
420

390

6 hrtes

ROOMMATE WANTED: Real nice 2
Ism .0 ha. apt., 10 mos. from school.
Pool, suana, rec, room, tennis. I am
en Aero sent, Must hoover 21 and
neat, 11175/mo. Call Sal at 294-2367.

Each additronal line add.

One
day

Too
days

Three
days

0

Print Your Ad Here:
i Count approximately 30 letters and spares for eA01 hrlel

Frye
days

Each
Odd,
honer
day

300
350

50
50

400

50

450

50

Phone

Print name
Address

50

50

50

50

50

City

119010504 50

For

DAYS

Minimum Three Lines One Day
Sem sssss On 01011 IssueR1 130 00

PART PURE 3 bdrrn Victorian apt.
1 Wk. from Scrence Ilidg. Unita irs, 2
people, refs. 4011S. 3rd St., NO. 3. Cell
244-3100.

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

277.3175
Check er:4,W, stron

ROOMMATE wanted II SINN* 2
erlrm. apt. Large, funs 11130 pfus
util. Call Mike 01 303.9505 betWeen 6.
p.m.

I.

Annuunrrnents

Help Wanted

Pereonals

eanornenerni

ho-

Services

Travel

For Sale

Ins, and Found

Stereo

Typing

Dew:Pine. two days prior to publication
Conscubve publication dates only
No tefunds on cancelled ads

April 24. 1981
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’Differences in ideology’

IL) LIKE
el
YOU TO VOTE FOR ME
THERE.

Union problems not over
by Boni Brewer
Creating a -unified
voice" for the 20,000
academic employees of the
California State University
and Colleges system won’t
be simple.

UPC’s real reason for the
proposal was fear it will
lose the election.
The state legislature
authorized collective
bargaining for employees
in higher education in 1978.

Yet that’s what both
"There are differences
unions competing for ex- in ideology and style that a
clusive bargaining agent merger into a new
status say they want.
organization would not
The Congress of resolve," Crist said, -and
Faculty Associations those seeking a united
rejected last faculty will be best served
(CFA
weekend a proposal made through the collective
by the United Professors of bargaining election
California (UPC) to merge process."
Sivertsen disagreed
the two faculty unions.
that competition is healthy
"It’s unfortunate that
for unity.
CFA turned down the
"We already have one
merger," said Wiggsy
Sivertsen. UPC’s local competitor and that’s the
president, chancellor’s office," she
chapter
"without an opportunity to said.
talk or negotiate."
The chancellor will
None of CFA’s 54 negotiate for employees if
members they choose the -no agent"
delegate
representing the 19 CSUC option on the ballot.
campuses dissented in the
And Sivertsen didn’t
rejection.
agree the unions’ difSivertsen said the ferences are unresolvable.
merger could save both
"They can’t say that
money and energy the
to
unions are putting out in until we sit down and try
the collective bargaining resolve them," she said.
a major difference
election, which could come
as early as this November between the two groups is
and provide for faculty in the representation units
proposed by each to the
unity.
But William Crist, state Public Employees
president of the CFA, said Relations Board. PERB is
the proposal rejection now holding hearings to
reflected a "widely held" decide unit representation.
CSUC faculty belief that
UPC proposes to

represent all full-time,
part-time and temporary
faculty in one unit. CFA
proposes one unit for all
full-timers -- including
temporaries -- but a
separate unit for parttimers.
believes
Sivertsen
splitting units will "pit"
one
against
groups
another, but Crist feels that
full-timers won’t look after
the needs of part-timers if
they are in the same unit.
The 20-year-old UPC is
affiliated with the
American Federation of
Teachers and the AFLCIO, and has a statewide
membership of about 4,200.
According to both
groups, it takes a more
"trade union" approach
than CFA, which considers
itself a "professional
association."
CFA was established
five years ago as an embrella organization for the
California
Teachers’
Association I CTA
the
American Association of
University
Professors
I AAUP i, California State
Employees Association
(CSEA ) and the National
Education
Association
( NEA ).
"They
can
take
professionalism
and
spread it over their bread
in the morning and see how

HEW’s Harris calls for
swift ratification of ERA
SAN FRANCISCO i AP ) Saying that
-Women, in general, continue to measure
progress in decades, if at all," Health,
Education and Welfare Secretary Patricia
Harris yesterday called for prompt
ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment.
In a speech before the Professional
Women’s Alliance, Mrs. Harris urged the

group and others to join President Carter
"in making it clear to the unratified states
that a vote against ERA is a vote against
this country’s future.
"We women are 54 percent of the
population, and there is no excuse whatsoever for the constitution ... to continue to
be silent about our right to equality." she
said.

UN, WHAT- OFFICE ARE
YOU RUNNING FOR ?

it tastes," she said. "It
tastes thin."
Historically, Sivertsen
said, unions have "had
more effect" than
associations in contract
negotiations over wages,
salaries and working
conditions.
She based that claim
on a study put out by the
University of California at
Berkeley’s Institute of
Industrial Research.

Ex -agent speaks at SJSU

Book reveals CIA activity
by Kevin Folan
To be an historian of
intelligence
agencies,
"You
have to
be
imaginative in getting
information," according to
Richard Allen Smith, a
former CIA agent and
author of the forthcoming
book. "The World of Allen
Dulles: A Spymaster’s
Odyssey."
Smith spoke Monday
as a guest of Pi Sigma
Alpha, national political
science honor society.
Smith is also the author
of "OSS: The Secret
History of America’s First
Central
Intelligence
Agency."
The Office of Strategic
Services was formed
during World War H and
was the basis for the
present-day CIA, which
was created in 1947.
’The point of view of
the I new) book is the CIA
at the top," Smith said.
Almost eight years of
research went into the
book, he added.
Although Smith spoke
only once to Dulles for a
brief time, he was able to
interview Dulles’ wife and
one of his daughters. Smith
also got access to almost
10,000 pages of Dulles’

private notes which are
now
at
Princeton
University.
The CIA had checked
the notes prior to Smith
reading them, but the notes
were still "invaluable" in
researching the book.
Allen Dulles was the
CIA’s director from 1953
until 1961. Dulles was the
brother of John Foster
Dulles, who was secretary
of state under President
Eisenhower.
Smith talked to "200 to
300 CIA agents in five or six
countries" who served
under Dulles, including
CIA "station chiefs" in
Cuba, France, Hong Kong,
Iran, Iraq and Vietnam.
Despite
later
revelations of CIA involvement in assassination
attempts against Cuba’s
Fidel Castro and the
Congo’s Patrice Lumamba
and other "dirty tricks,"
the "feeling was good in the
CIA" in the ’50s.
The
CIA
was
"somewhat elitist" then,
Smith said, and recruited
heavily from the "Har
vard-Yale-Princeton circuit." For those individuals
who joined the CIA at that
time, "the ethic was serving your country as an

intelligence officer."
CIA agents are chosen
"for their ability to get
along with foreign
nationals," Smith said.
Smith joined the CIA
after graduating from
Berkeley in the late ’60s.
His primary role involved
"watching the Russians in
a certain part of the
world."
Smith worked for the
CIA for about a year before
deciding to quit.
Anyone who joins the
CIA must sign a contrct
stating that anything
written about the CIA must
for
be
submitted
examination prior to
publication.
Smith has submitted
the manuscript for his
latest book for examination
by the CIA’s legal counsel.
Smith said he agreed to
three deletions, including
the code name of the U-2
incident,
apparently
because it has never been
released.
Gary Francis Powers
was shot down in 1960 while

flying a U-2 spy plane over
the Soviet Union for the
CIA.
An ex-CIA agent who
recently published a book
without having it cleared
beforehand by the CIA was
found to have been in
violation of the contract
regarding the prior approval of written material
by CIA agents.
Frank Snepp, author of
"Decent Interval," a book
about the CIA in Vietnam,
was denied any profits
from the book in a ruling by
the U.S. Supreme Court.
The Court’s ruling "did

El Concilio will hold a
meeting to elect officers at
5 p.m. today in the A.S.
Council chambers in the
Student Union. Call Rosa
Nieto at 277-2404 for more
information.
Counseling Services
will have a stress reduction
group meeting today and
every Thursday from 12:30
to 1:20 p.m. in the Administration Building, room
223.
Alpha Phi Sigma will
meet to elect officers at
noon in MacQuarrie Hall,
room 510. Call Bill Nay at

( 415 ) 443-2962 for more information.
LEAP presents a lecture on art at 11 a.m. today
in Library Central, room
217.
Spartan Pub presents
The Invasion, New Wave at
8 tonight in the Spartan
Pub. Call Robert Wilkinson
at 293-3482 for more information.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will hold a
meeting tonight at 7:30 in
Dudley Moorhead Hall,
room 231. Call Jeff Beatty
at 292-2282 for more information.
Asian American Studies presents "Asian Horizons" today from 11 to
11:30 a.m. on Radio KSJS,
90.7 FM. Featured will be

campus and community
news and commentaries.
Call Phil Hanasaki at 2583020 for more information.

TIL 5 P.M. - 6 DAYS
SUIT OR DRESS ONE HOUR - OR LESS
ALTERATIONS I DAY OR LESS
DRAPES CLEAN) DAY - OR LESS

279-9465
KELLY & LOUISE CLEANERS
555 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
(at 12th St.) SAN JOSE

Spartan fltqht at the
20 T IMO
Zoasi9e

tions will be available at
the Housine Office in Joe

Spartan Pub presents
"Jazz" from 4 to 7 p.m. tomorrow. Call. Robert Wilkinson at 293-3482 for more
information.
If you are interested in I
living in the SJSU residence halls for the 1980-81
academic year. applica-

West Hall. Be prepared to
show your student II/ card.

STUPID

fo stents &
pnofessionais

Store Open

l’.irk Ciritrr Plaza

San Car-li, at 4 rmiiiien nqs.0400

KINKO’S COPIES
(408) 295 5511
481 E SAN CARLOS ST
123 SO THIRD ST (408) 295-4336

Career Opportunities at
PRINTRONIX INC.

1

We’re on campus Friday, April 25th.
May we discuss your career?
THE COMPANY:
PRINT RONIX, INC , Lot:died in the Irvine Industrial Complex near the Orange
County Airport, is a high technology manufacturing company dedicated to
offering the computer user a uniquely versatile line printer.
Having positioned itself a5 an emerging leader in the field of computer printers,
PRINTRONIX has experienced solid growth since beginning business six years
ago.
A i ecord of excellent quality, high reliability and broad application has created
consumer demand which gives every indication that this dramatic growth patterii
will continue.

Test Equipment
Engineers
Quality Control
Engineers

Mechanical Engineers
Advanced Technology
Manufacturing
Engineers
,Avile 22. 23 A 24
nitnidn
t(sdrilt ilium

BENEFITS:

17421 Derian Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714
Equal Opportunity Employe, Mrf

1.,C

750

PRINTRONIX
, paid Dental, Vision, Medical, Life and disability
insurance package /
our off schedule includes 12 days of personal leave
,ach year, 9 paid Iii 1
I a week off with salary between Christmas and
New Years, and a liberal tuition assistance and relocation plan. In addition,
we offer salary reviews and salary adjustments every six months.
If unable to talk with our Employment Representative on campus, please call
17141 549-8839, COLLECT, to arrange plant interview.

Art &
Graphics
Sul:nodes

E VALLE’, 1- A CENTEP
S.r. JOSE
5 175:

All domestic beer
& Sebastiani wine

No cover charge
Thursdays from 3pm-7pin
Live ente..tainment T-Sat., 9pm-1:30am
4 blocks from campus
Booze doubles with a single price tag

Its stupid to pay more when we II make high
quality Xerox copies for you for only 4(
And 31/2( overnight.
And we reproduce dissertations on thesis
quality cotton rag for only 8C.
No minimums

WE NEED:
Electrical Engineers

SAN JOSE ART
Paint & Wallpaper Co.

not deal with the issue of ,
censorship," or "what is
classified information," !
Smith said.
Neither did the ruling
cover disclosing information about the CIA
that an ex-agent might
learn about the CIA after
leaving the agency, Smith
added.
Smith was asked how
the CIA compared to other
intelligence agencies.
"Technologically," the
CIA -is the best," Smith
said, but the British and the
Israelis "are better at
covert operations."

FAST EMERGENCY SERVICE

spartaguide
The Chicane Alliance
will hold a workshop on career planning at 2 p.m. today in the Education Building, room 311. Call Trine
Rodriguez at 277-2424 for
more information.
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